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Textual Analysis, History and Academic Issues of 
Important Dasam Granth Birs Reported in 
Literature                    
                                    By 
                          JASBIR SINGH M.D. 
                                        California 
 
Granths with title as “Sri Dasam Granth” Or  “Dasam Patshahi Sri  Guru Granth Sahib Ji”   

has been seen in Circulation in Title  prints with fixed compositions/content and   

arrangement of contents published after  correction of 32 Granths as many of them had 

discrepancies  by Sodhak committee since 1897 AD. Review of Literature shows No  

such Granth with Title Sri Dasam Granth or Dasmi Patshahi Ka Granth( with fixed 

pattern of Compositions/contents and arrangement) was seen in Punjab or Delhi area sikh 

institutions in 18th century. Indian Sources, Persian sources & over 30 Euoropian sources 

are silent about this Granth In 18th Century. IN Literature Title  “Dasmi Patshahi Granth” 

was first time reported by Malcolm  Since 1810 AD (early 19th century). Then onwards in 

early 19th century such granths  started appearing in Sikh institutions in Punjab  initially 

in hand written Birs and then in print in 19th century.By 1895AD over 32 versions with 

variable pattern of compositions in  hand written birs  including  six printed versions  

were available in Punjab. Sodhak committee  prepared final standard version since 1897 

AD which has been extensively used in literature in 20th century(1900AD-2000AD). This 

Granth  has remained always controversial among scholars and Sikh community and 

issues of authenticity of its compositions can be traced during Pre Singh 

sabhaperiod/Singh sabha period and  1947AD  onwards. 
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The paper will discuss the in detail  

1)  Based on Academic Parameters. a) Date of Document (When it was Written):  b) 

History of the Document: c) Who is the Scribe d) Internal consistency which is the 

closest authentic version of Dasam granth with title of Granth “ Dasmi Patshahi Ka 

Granth”with  compositions and their arrangements  as noted in the presently 

Published Dasam Granth since 1897 corrected by Sodhak Committee. 

 

2)Whether any Granth with Title “ Dasmi Patshahi Ka Granth” Or Bachitar Natak 

Granth associated with 10th Guru as reported by Malcolm in 1810 AD and then 

corrected & compiled by Sodhak committee in 1897 as ” Dasmi Patshahi Sri Guru 

Granth Sahib Ji” was  present in Punjab or Delhi area in 18th century or not. 

(3)  Academic Issues of Various Dasam Granth Birs 

 

 
 
 
(1)History of Important Dasam Granth Birs 

(A) History of Mani Singh Bir  

According to the history now with family of  Raja Gulab Singh Sethi  ( 47 Hanuman Rd, 

New Delhi), “This bir was found during Multan Victory presently in the Pakistan area in 

1818 AD. It was found by a military person. Then this person moved to Hyderabad in 

South India and he settled after retirement in Nander area of Maharastra.  This Bir stayed 

with his family. Then it went to Jamadandar Para Singh’s Dera from where it was bought 

by Raja Gulab Singh in 1945 and taken to Lahore. Then after partition of India Raja 

Gulab Singh family settled in New Delhi.” Actual details prior to procurement by Raja 

Gulab Singh  cannot be confirmed  but the storey is as mentioned above.   
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(B) Histoty of Babadeep Singh Bir  
Giani Gian Singh inhis book  Panth Prakash reports about this Bir to be written/ 

Compiled by Babadeep Singh Shaheed in Sumat 1804 (1763 AD)    . The ending position 

is Asfotik Kabit. Bhai Randhir Singh in his  “Shabadmoorat” book page 51 reports 

“Giani Gian Singh did not see the real manuscript of this bir.” Khan Singh Nabha in 1931 

reports that Bhai Mani Singh Bir and Baba Deep Singh Bir are the same. Textual analysis 

shows that the Sangrur Bir only ends in Asfotik Kabits. Probably therefore Sangrur Bir 

was Babadeep Singh Bir and the history of such bir goes only up to 1857 AD. There is no 

known  history of this bir  and it is not traceable anywhere anymore. 

 

(C) History of Sangrur  Bir  
This bir is reported to be received by Raja Sarup Singh (1837-1864 AD) in 1857 during 

the time of Indian mutiny when he went to Delhi to help the British government. He was 

given this bir by a Pathan Raja Sahib. It has two portions, first is guru Granth Sahib, the 

second is Dasam Granth. It contained extra compositions like Sansahar Sukhmana, Var 

Malkauns Ji, and Chaka Bhagota Ji Da which was deleted by Sodhak Committee in 

1897. Dharampaul Ashta in his book “Poetry of Dasam Granth” thought that this Bir was 

prepared at Delhi by Bhai Shihan Singh and per his research Bhai Mani Singh Bir and 

this Bir has same compositions. But Jaggi by detailed textual analysis has proven that 

there are many different textual variants between the two birs. This Bir is not traceable. 

anymore   

 

 

(D) History of Patna Ji Misal Bir  
 No  detail History of this Bir Is known but is reported in literature only Randhir Singh 

writes on Page 49 of his Book “Shabadmoorat- Dasmi Patshah day Granth Da 

Ithas”about this Bir.  This Bir per Randhir Singh was prepared by Sewadars at Takhat 

Patna after they found 10th Guru Bani Samat 1821, 21 Maghar Nov 7th  Saturday  1764 

AD, (No Actual evidence on Preparation available). Where are the original Documents of 

10th Guru Ji? Randhir Singh ji does not mention where original was written .  No 
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orgiional copy this Bir seen at Patna Sahib.Where is the original of this Bir now? Copy 

reportedly done in Jammu Sawan 22 Sudi 9(26 July 1765AD) . Who did copying at 

jammu?Only copy was seen by Randhir Singh and Padam Ji  Akal Takhat Bunga Takhat 

Toshakhana previously.It disappeared for some time but now this Bir is present in Sikh 

reference Library at Darbar sahib Amritsar. 

 

(E) History of Two Patna Birs 
It was probably written by Sukha Singh Granthi at Patna. No colophon available. No 

history of these two birs is available before Sukha Singh. Tatkara shows the written date 

as 1755 (1698 CE), but Zafarnama written in the end in same hand  will put  the date to at 

least after 1706 by  academic parameters. These two birs contain  extra 8 compositions by 

Patshahi10 which were deleted by the Sodhak Committee in 1897AD, Sukhmana 

Sansaharnama, Var Malkauns, Var Bhagoti, Rag Sorth  P10, Rag Asa P10, Asfotak 

Kabits and one Bir contains 18 chapters of Bhagwat Gita 

Giani Gian Singh reports that Sukha Singh wrote that Dasam Granth Bir at Patna in 1775 

AD. But no birs with colophon as written in 1775 AD is available. Only the above Bir 

shown to be written in Samut 1755 (1698 AD) in Tatkara( see textual analysis below). 

What happened to the Bir as mentioned by Giani Gian Singh? Why sodhak committee 

edited 8 compositions contained in this manuscript in (1895-1896)?. Bhai Randhir Singh 

in his  “Shabadmoorat” book page 17 mentions about these edited out compositions and 

writes   “ Style of writing and language does not match with  Guru gobind Singh,s 

writings and therefore does not feel that it belongs to 10th guru Ji” 

( F) History of Moti Bag Gurudwara Bir  
This Bir is not found anywhere anymore as mentioned by Giani Gian Singh. It was 

reported to be written by Sukha Singh Granti in 1775AD.  Charat Singh, his son, who 

gave it to Baba Hakam Singh.  The history of the Bir goes to the period of (1862-

1876AD) Raja Mahindar Singh who put this Bir into Moti Bag Gurdwara and gave 

money to Baba Hakam Singh who presented this Bir to Maharaja Mahindar Singh,. After 

the death of Hakam Singh, his family members Baba Ram Singh and Bedi Natha Singh 

got this financial help.  But Nahar Singh on the contrary told Dr.Jaggi that this Bir was 

received by hakam Singh from Charat  Singh of Patna who was the son of Bhai Sukha 
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Singh.  Nahar Singh gave this Bir to Maharaja Ranjit Singh who made Nahar Singh 

custodian of this Bir and put it into Moti Bag Gurdwara in Patiala. After the death of 

Maharaja Ranjit Singh, as the Britishers became the rulers in Punjab, Nahar Singh took 

this Bir to his village and after his death, his grand son- in –law, Hakam Singh, gave it to 

Maharaja Mohinder Singh of Patiala. Jaggi has reviewed this Bir and it has no colophon. 

Textual analysis of this Bir is as outlined below is done  by Jaggi.  

 
(G) History of Ananadpuri(Hazuri) Bir  

History of this Bir goes back to Maharaja Ranjit Singh’s  period (1800-1839 AD). 

It is reported to be with Granthi of Mahraja Ranjit Singh named Diwan Singh. Then with 

his son, Jit Singh, who was tutor of Maharaja Dalip Singh and then his son, Satinder 

Singh owner of Pioneer  Anemling works G.T. Road Amritsar. Continuing with other 

family members went to Bombay and now is  probably in Chandigarh area with the 

family. For detail history and textual analysis read Mahan Singh  “Dasam Granth Di 

Hazuri bir di Report( Kuj bhag 1752 di Likhat” MS 269 Dr. balbir singh Sahiya Kendra, 

Dehra Dun. and Article by  Dr Balbir Singh Brother of Bhai Vir Singh  on pages 156-164 

in the book “ Punjabi University Punjabi Sahit Da Ithas” published by Panjab University 

1967,1986.Edited by Dr. Surinder Singh Kohli. Also read reprt of s. Mahan singh 

Ms # 269Dr. Balbir Singh Sahitya Kendra, Dehra Dun “dsm gRMQ dI Kws hzUrI qy 

dsKqI bI(kuJ Bwg 1752ib: dw ilKq)”also read Read about this Bir  By Dr Piara singh 

Padam in his book  “Dasam Granth Darshan”.. 

 

 

 

(H) History of Manuscript, Mss D5 Punjabi( HT Colebrook)  
John Malcom came to Punjab with Lord Lake in 1805. He was accompanied by Raja 

Bhag Singh of Jind up until Byas River. He could get only copy Guru Granth Sahib from 

Punjab but in Calcutta he got the copy of Dasmi Patshahi Ka Granth which was procured 

by HT Colebrook, an administrator and attorney by profession in Calcutta during 
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1805AD per discussion of Malcolm.  By History Colebrook never visited 

Punjab.Malcolm used this Granth for writing his account of “Sketch of the Sikhs”, first 

published in 1810 AD. HT Colebrook then donated this Bir to British Library in 1812 or 

1819 AD. It has no colophon but by Malcolm’s account the history can be traced to 

Colebrook only until when he procured in 1805AD per above argument. There is no 

clear-cut history of the custodians of this Bir question arises as to from where Colebrook  

procured  this Bir which matches with DG corrected by Sodhak Committee in 1897 AD 

(See Discussion Below) 

 

(I) History of Mss D6 Devnagri in British Library London 
This manuscript has a colophon indicating to be written in feb1847 AD in the end. Note 

says that it was sent to Paris Art Exhibition in 1856AD but such exhibition was held in 

1855AD. And since then it has been in the British Library. There is no clear cut history of 

the custodians of this Bir but seems to be prepared and in possession of British officials. 

MSS Punjabi D6 bears a note from the Commissioner, “In conformity to the orders of the 

Governor General of India this volume named ‘The Grunth Sahib’ published by Gooroo 

Gobind Singh the founder of the Sikh faith, is hereby presented to the Paris Exhibition 

Society.It is  signed by Pundit Radha Krishin, Ecclesiastical Councillor to His Highness 

the late Maharajah Runjeet Singh. Please Note Paris Imperial exhibition was held in Paris 

between 15th may-15th November 1855.  No Imperil Exhibition held in Paris in 1856. 

How it can be sent from Punjab India in July 1856 after the exhibition is over? This 

manuscript was Written and  completed in Feb 1847. Note  written in July 1856AD says 

it was for Paris exhibition which already finished in Nov of 1855. But First Imperial 

exhibition was held in London in 1851. If this manuscript was written for Imperial 

Exhibition why it was not sent to First LONDON Imperial Exhibition in 1851? After 4 

years when it was written? Appears to be a Important evidence of British involvement. 

(J) History of Mss Punjabi E1  
This Bir has no colophon but was probably written in 1859 AD and was given to Queen 

Victoria in 1859. It is now present in British Library catalogued as MSS Punjabi E1 and 

was sent by the Guru Sadho Sodhi of Kartarpur. There is no title or heading of Dasam 

Granth or Dasmi Patshahi Da Granth. It starts as Tatkara Granth Sahib Ka. No colophon 
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and dating and a Note by Dy. Commander Lahore says “copy of original with signature 

of guru himself & now in possession of his descendent, Guru Sadhu Singh“  But no 

Evidence.  

K) History of Mss ADD 214452  

On ADD 21452 title page it is written in bold English letters as “Dasham Padishah Da 

Granth or The Book of the Tenth King Gooroo Govind Singh, Umtristur 1847, presented 

to the library on 11th June, 1856 by Attorney Lewin Bowering “Table of contents reads 

as Tatkara Granth Ji Ka. But Date written in Tatkara is 1898Bk (1841 AD). There is no 

clear-cut history of the custodians of this Bir donated to British library by L.Bowring an 

attorney. 
 

(2) 
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(L)MS 522 at Punjab Universty Chandigarh:total folios,766. At theend 

of hakiats note on folio766 reads”samat1846,Miti asar sudi poornama sri akal 

purakhji sahai,guru chit aveyguru sahai hoey sri waheguru ji”. The source of 

Acquisition: Gian Singh Librarian,khalsa college Amritsar cost Rs 450,bill date 

26/3/1957. No history known before 1957AD? Why khalsa College Amritsar 

librarian will sell such old Manuscript to panjab university and will not keep it in 

khalsa college library? 

TEXTUAL ANALYSIS 

 Dr.Jaggi,s Book (Dasam Granth Kartitav-Authenticity,1966) documents different Birs 

having many variations in the total number of compositions. Some are missing in 

comparison with published Birs. Textual analysis also shows CHHAND COUNT 

VARIATIONS .This clearly shows that this Granth has no established text test but 

has rather evolutionary text.  I am hereby producing charts from Jaggi (1966) in English. 

 A) Composition Arrangement From Jaggi,s (Dasam Granth 

Authenticity,1966) 

 

 MANI SINGH 
BIR 

MOTI 
BAGH BIR 

SANGRUR 
BIR 

PATNA BIR 

1 Japu Japu Japu Japu 

2 Bachittar Natak Bachittar 
Natak 

Sastar Naam 
Maala 

Akaal Ustit 

3 Chandi Charitar Chandi 
Charitar 

Akaal Ustit Swayae 32 

4 Chandi Charitar Chandi 
Charitar 

Bachittar Natak Bachittar 
Natak 
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5 Chaubees 
Avtaar 

Chaubees 
Avtaar 

Chandi Charitar Chaubees 
Avtaar 

6 Brahmavtaar Brahmavtaar Chaubees 
Avtaar 

Chandi 
Charitar 

7 Rudravtaar Rudravtaar Brahmavtaar Brahmavtaar 

8 Paarasnaath Paarasnaath Rudravtaar Gian Prabodh 

9 Sastar Naam 
Maala 

Sast Naam 
Maala 

Gian Prabodh Chandi 
Charitar 

10 Gian Prabodh Akaal Ustit Charitropakhia Rudravtaar 

11 Akaal Ustit Gian Prabodh Sansahar 
Sukhmana 

Bisanpadhe 

12 Vaar Durga Ki Vaar Durga 
Ki 

Vaar Malkauns Chakka 
Bhagoti Ji 

13 Charitropakhian Charitropakh
ian 

Chakka Bhagoti 
Ji 

Sastar Naam 
Maala 

14 Zafarnaama 
(Persian) 

Asfotak Kabit Bisanpadhe Vaar Durga Ki 

15 Sadd 
 

Swayae 33 Zafarnaama 
(Gurmukhi) 

Charitropakhia 

16 -- Bisanpadhe Zafarnaama 
(Persian) 

Asfotak Kabit 

17 -- Sadd Swayae 33 Bhagvat Gita 

18 -- Zafarnaama 
(Gurmukhi) 

Asfotak Kabit Sansahar 
Sukhmana 

19 -- Zafarnaama 
(Persian) 

Chhand 
Without Title 

Chhand 
Without Title 

20 -- -- -- Vaar Malkauns 

21 -- -- -- Vaar Bhagoti 

22 -- -- -- Zafarnaama 
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A) CHHAND COUNT of Text  in  various DASAM 
GRANTH BIRS in comparison with published Text 
since 1897 (From Jaggi DG Kartitav 1966) 

 
# Baani Published 

Bir 
Mani 
Singh 

Bir 

Moti 
Bagh 
Bir 

Sangrur 
Bir 

Patna 
Bir 

1 Japu 198 198 198 198 199 
2 Akaal Ustat 271 1/2 271 ½ 271 ½ 270 ½ 272  
3 Bachittar 

Natak 
471 471 471 471 471 

4 Chandi 
Charitar 1 

233 233 233 233 233 

5 Chandi 
Charitar 2 

262 262 262 -- 262 

6 Var Durga Ki 55 55 55 -- 55 
7 Gian Prabodh 336 335 

1/2 
336 336 336 

8a Chaubis Avtaar No AFZU 1382 
AFZU 

1383 
AFZU 

No AFZU Variable 
AFZU 

8b Ram Avtaar 864 860 865 863 Variable 
AFZU 

8c Krishan Avtaar 2492 2447 2451 2559 Variable 
AFZU 

8d 22nd & 23rd 
Avtaar 

10 10 10 10 Variable 
AFZU 

8e Kal Ki 588 588 588 588 Variable 
AFZU 

8f Mir Mehdi 11 11 11 11 Variable 
AFZU 

9 Brahma Avtaar 323 343 343 343 Variable 
AFZU 

10a Rudra Avtaar 
(Dat) 

498 494 494 368 495 
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10b Rudra Avtaar 
(Parasnath) 

358 358 358 -- 390 

11 Swaeeay 33 -- 33 33 32 

12 Shabad Hazare 10 -- 11 10 9+2 

13 Khalsa Mehma 4 -- -- -- -- 

14 Shastar Nam 
Mala 

1318 1318 1318 1318 1318 

15 Chiritropakhian 7555 7560 7537 7530 7537 

16 Zafarnama 12 Hakiats 
(No AFZU) 

12 
Hakiats 

(No 
AFZU) 

12 
Hakiats 

(No 
AFZU) 

12 
Hakiats 

(No 
AFZU) 

12 
Hakiats 

(No 
AFZU) 

17 Asfotik Kabit -- -- 54 56 54+1 

18 Sansahar 
Sukhmana 

-- -- -- 43 43 

19 Var Bhagoti Ji 
Ki (2nd version) 

-- -- -- 3 3 

20 Var Malkauns -- -- -- 11 11 

21 Bhagwant Gita -- -- -- -- 1800 

22 Chhaka 
Bhagoti 

-- -- -- -- 137 

23 Sadd  -- In the 
End 

1 -- -- 

  

B) Chhand count of Text  in  published Bir of 
Dasam Granth and British Library MSS D5 Punjabi 
(Colebrook HT) 
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# Baani Published 

Bir 
BL MSS D5 
Colebrook 

1 Japu 198 198 

2 Akaal Ustat 271 ½ 271 1/2 

3 Bachittar Natak 471 471 

4 Chandi Charitar 1 233 233 

5 Chandi Charitar 2 262 262 

6 Var Bhagoti Ji 55 55 

7 Gian Prabodh 336 336 

8a Chaubis Avtaar No AFZU No AFZU 

8b Ram Avtaar 864 864 

8c Krishan Avtaar 2492 2490 

8d 22nd & 23rd Avtaar 10 10 

8e Kal Ki 588 588 

8f Mir Mehdi 11 11 

9 Brahma Avtaar 323 323 

10
a 

Rudra Avtaar (Dat) 498 498 

10
b 

Rudra Avtaar 
(Parasnath) 

358 358 

11 Swaeeay 33 32 
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12 Shabad Hazare 10 7 

13 Khalsa Mehma 4 4 

14 Shastar Nam Mala 1318 1318 

15 Chiritropakhian 7555 7556 

16 Zafarnama & Hakiats 
 
 
 

Zafarnama 
& 12 Hakiats 
in Gurmukhi 
(No AFZU) 

Manual count 858 

 Zafarnama& 
 12 Hakiats 
in Gurmukhi 
(858 AFZU) 

  

       1. Title page BL MSS D5(Colebrook Dasam Granth) 
 

    

 
2. TATKARA of  BL MSS D5 
Punjabi(Colebrook Dasam 
Granth)matching to have all 
compositions as noted in 
Published Dasam Granth as 
corrected and compiled by 
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Sodhak Committee in 1897 
AD.( See following 18 Pages 
for Details) 
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Page 1 
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Page 2 



 17

 
Page 3 
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Page 4 



 19

 
Page 5 



 20

 
Page 6 



 21

 
Page 7 



 22

 
Page 8 



 23

 
Page 9 
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Page 10 



 25

 
Page 11 



 26

 
Page 12 



 27

 
Page 13 



 28

 
Page 14 



 29

 
Page 15 



 30

 
Page 16 



 31

 
Page 17 
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Page 18 
3) The following evidence shows that there was no 
Bachitar Natak granth or Dasami patshi Da granth till 
late 18th century. There was only one composition 
with title “Bachitar Natak” 
 
Malcolm 1810 reports that he used only Dr layden,s 
translations. Dr. Leyden Used only Bachitar Natak 
with 14 cantos  from a Sikh Manuscript IN Late 18th 
century For Translation.  
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 Above from List of Sikh Compositions Translated by John Layden and Used by 
Malcolm :MSS IOR EUR McKanzie Volume 40 British Library, London. 
 
Other List of Sikh Compositions Translated by John Layden and Used by Malcolm 
(MSS IOR EUR McKanzie Volume 40 British Library) 

• Translation of Sri Bachittar Natak by Guru Gobind Singh from a Sikh 
manuscript.it is atranslation of 14 cantos. ( there is no mention of any Dasam 
Granth). Pages 125-182, first 3 folios blank 

 
•  The chapter of Guru Gobind Singh from Dogger dialect of Punjabi starts 

with Avtars and ends with story of Guru Gobind Singh fight with Hill Rajas 
and Khans and in the end fleeing to Chamkor at midnight covering his face 
from shame. Page 189-202 

•  Composition titled as Ram Kali 10th Patshai having 11 Pauris only(1-
7,15,17,19,20) which in later gurmukhi literature  have been seen as  Var 41 
of Bhai Gurdas ( also called Second Bhai Gurdas) with 28 pauris. Missing 
16th Pauri describing demolishing,temples,mosques&tombs  by 10th guru 
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(anti hindu &antimuslim Missing in this translation  but has been  cited by 
malcom) Page 189 – 202 

• Bhagat Ratanavali from Punjabi account of pious personages starting with 
stories of Dru, Naradmuni, Prahlada, Rajajanak, Raja Harichandra, 
Krishna, Dropti, Pandavs, Jaidev, Namdev, Trilochan, Dhana Jat, Kuber, 
Indra, Robber Valmiki, Gobind Raj, and ending in Krishna. It seems to be 
translation of Bhai Gurdas Var #10 Page 208 – 220 

• Gian Ratanavali from Sikh dialect of Punjabi which is translation of 1st var 
of Bhai Gurdas with 49 pauris. (Pages 220 – 241) 

• Many sources in the translation  Distort Sikh History when you read the 
details. I will write the detail of these accounts in future because the subject 
is very important. 

 
 
 
4) Comments on the arrangement of compositions and 
Chaand count in BL MSS D5 Punjabi / Colebrook DG in 
comparison with published Dasam Granth 
 
 

a.) The arrangement of composition in MSS D5 Punjabi/Colebrook DG manuscript 

shows minor variation of arrangement as compared with the published Dasam Granth Bir 

with respect to Placement of Shastar Nam Mala before Swaeeay and Shabad Hazare. In 

Published DG Bir Shastar Nam Mala composition is after Swaeeays and Shabad Hazare  

(1) Japu (2) Akaal Ustat (3) Bachittar Natak (4) Chandi Charitar 1 (5) Chandi Charitar 2 

(6) Var Bhagoti Ji (7) Gian Prabodh (8) Chaubis Avtaar (9) Brahma Avtaar 10 Rudra 

Avtaar [Dat] (11) Shastar Nam Mala (12) 32 Swaeeay (13) Khalsa Mehma  Swaeeay (14) 

Shabad Hazare  (15) Chiritropakhian (16) Zafarnama (17) Hakiats. 

  

b.) The Chaand count in this manuscript has very minor variations as follows: 

 

1.)  The published Bir has 2492 Chhands in Krishan Avtar .The Total Chaand 

count of Krishan Avtar is 2490 in Colebrook manuscript.   

• Chaand number # 2490 as noted in published Bir in the end of Krishan 

Avtaar is absent in this manuscript. Page570 published DG “ Satra Sau 
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Pantal ,mah sawan sudhi thiti Dee” This chaand describes the date of the 

Krishan Avtaar completion in Samat 1745 (1688 AD). 

 

• Chaand Number 1509 and 1510 of published Bir  are clubbed into Chaand 

#1509  in Kharag Singh Jodh Parbandh  in this manuscript and part of the 

verse “jab kar beech sakat ko lo, tab aie nirpat kay samuih bhayo” is 

missing.  

2.) There are only 7  chhands Ram Kali 10 compositions (Shabad Hazare) in this 

manuscript while in published Bir their number is 10. Last three Chhands as 

noted in published Bir are extra.   

3.) There are 32 Swaeeyas in this manuscript while published Dasam Granth has 

33. Only the first Swaeeya (Jagat Jot Japey) is not present in this manuscript. 

4.) The total count of Chiritropakhian Chaands is 7556 AFZU. But if one 

examines  the published Dasam Granth Bir, such AFZU is 7555. There is a 

mistake in actual counting in the  published  Dasam Granth because Chirtir 

403 ends in AFZU 7151. The 404 Chritirs has 405 Chaands. Therefore, in 

actual counting 7151 plus 405 should make it equal to 7556, therefore, 

manuscript totaling of 7556 is correct. 

     5) Manuscript  bears no name of any Scribe but small loose piece folio of the size 

approximate  3 inches into  two inches  with no # between folio  158&159  date of 

1840 Miti Pooshbadi 15 Mangalvar (Tuesday,Dec 23rd 1783 is seen) on one side. The 

other side of this loose piece is Blank. Use of word Pooshbadi indicates scribe is from 

outside Punjab from Hindi belt area. There is no other internal evidence of dating or 

name of author is seen. Randhir Singh,Shabad Moorat (Dasvay Patshah Da Ithas-

1965) on page 52 also gives some clue about dating of similar Granth in 1783 at 

Calcutta  “Gurudwara Chhota Sangat-Toola Pati” which matches with Published 

Dasam Granth. This manuscript has total  532 Folios.Use of word Pooshbadi 

indicates scribe is from outside Punjab from Hindi belt area . Therefore, probably  
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this manuscript was  written,compiled & completedin december 1783AD.( Read also 

on page 52 of this paper further discussion on  Dasam Granth  in Gurdwara Chota 

Sangat-Tula Patti at Calcutta ) 

6)The Zafarnama and Hakiats have an AFZU of 858 in the end of Hakiats in the 

manuscript. But the published Dasam Granth  has no Afzu in the  end .  Jeevan 

Singh and Chatar Singh Published DG in Samat 2055/1998AD has total number 

of 858 Chaands in this section per manual total ( Afzu) count. In the published 

work there are 6 eztra chhands in Hakiats #12. in the end 

7)) All the authors who have written on the issue of Dasam Granth’s authenticity has by 
consensus agreed that  Akal Ustat is the composition of Guru Gobind Singh because it 
conveys the message that Waheguru/God is the Perfect, Ommipotent, Omniscient Lord 
who treats everybody alike. He is All Pervading. He is the Creator, The Preserver and the 
Destroyer. But many authors disagree and has given the opinion that Chhands 201-230 
are out of context and are not in line with the main theme of Akal Ustat .While chhands 
201-210 are questions without answers and chhands 211-230 are clearly in praise of 
Chandi/devi and thus promotes worship of goddess.  
Randhir Singh Published his Shabad Moorat (Dasvay Patshah Da Ithas)  Page 27 gives 
the idea that Atma Ram in chhand 201 of Akal Ustat could be a person. ਏਕ ਸਮੇ ਸ੍ਰੀ ਆਤਮਾ 

ਉਚਿਰਓ ਮਿਤ ਿਸਉ ਬੈਨ ॥Randhir singh  translates it  Sri Atma Ram uchrio in chhand 201 as 
“ Guru Sahib dey apney sudh man(SuDmn), Ja Shardalu Sikh( SrdwlU isK ny svwl 
auTwieAw)Ney Eh Swal Uthya….”. (aucirXo) means words coming from a mouth. Then 
he answers the question of 201 chhand in Chhand 231. Randhir Singh also reads that 
chhands  of Akal Ustat,11-200 and chhand 201 onwards and Initial 10 chapees were not 
written in one time but in different years.Who wrote it?. Read Kahan singh nabha 
below.As discussed above in “Sketch of the Sikhs” by Malcolm, Atma Ram is 
responsible for distorting the Sikh concept/Mode of Baptism,Khandey the pahul and the 
creation of Khalsa.  It is quite possible that such a Nirmala  who helped  Malcolm could 
cause distortion in doctrinal frame work of Akal Ustat as well . Word SRI in Hindi or 
Punjabi may refer to a Person or Mister. Atma can be a name of a person or  can be used 
for soul. Word uchrio alludes to a person who is very much alive and is speaking (words 
coming from a mouth). As the questions raised in 201-210 has no answers then 211-230 
reads praise of Devi/Chandi. Bhai Kahn Singh  Nabha on this issue says that chhands 
201-210 are questions therefore answers must be searched out. Obviosly, Chhand 211-
230  Dhirag tribhangi Chands are not part of Akal ustat. He gave the evidence by quoting 
an entry kapardan(kpridn)(20) that Pundit Ram Krishan authored “Bhagwati Padye Push 
Panjal” which is very old,contains 30 tribhangi chhands and their independent translation 
is found in twenty tribhangi chhands of Akal Ustat. He writes the endline of Chaand 211 
in Gurmukhi and then quotes the Dev Nagri version of the original chaands refers to 
Kapardan entry in Mahan Kosh. 
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All these Chhands eulogise Devi Bhagauti. After above review readers can decide 
themselves how these Chhands are out of line and are against the concept of one God in 
rest of the compostion of Akal Ustat.We find that Atma Ram misguided Malcolm on the 
mode of Sikh Baptism/khade the Pahul with 5 weapons rather than 5 kakkars.He also 
misguides  Malcolm that “Guru Govind was initated on Friday the 8th month of B’hadra 
in the samat 1753 (1696 A.D) and on that day his great work, the Dasama Padshah Ka 
Granth, or book of the tenth king was completed” which was actually the date of 
completion of chritropakhyan. If the account of Malcom is true then it is highly probable 
that Atma Ram who assisted Malcolm can add tribhangi chhand in praise of Chandi/Devi  
(source confirmed by Kahn Singh Nabha) in Akal ustat ?. Same is the comment on Atma 
Ram reference in Gian Parbodh chhands which appears to be questions from God, 
Bhagwat Gita style. They are then followed by  Rajsua and Asmed jag(rwjsUA Aqy 
Awsmyd  jg ) by Yudhister and pandavs.Then  Gajmej(gjmyj) by Raja Prishat and his 
son Raja janmeja explains  AhiMed Jag (Aih myd jg).Is this  Gian(knowledge) is the 
knowledge of the concpt of one God in Sikhism?.  

 

Nirmala Atma Ram hired by Britishers @calcutta wrote Chhand 201 
of Akal Ustit (See Page 30 of Dasam Granth): 
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Nirmala Atma Ram hired by Britishers @calcutta
wrote Four Chhands 126-130 in Gian Parbodh

  
8) As noted above the compositions and their arrangements  as noted in the current  

Dasam Granth ( corrected by sodhak committee in 1897) clearly match with this Granth. 

There is no history of this Granth. “Catalogue of the Punjabi and Sindhi Manuscripts 

in the India Office Library”, written by Shackle in August 1976, on page 9, in the 

opening statement, Shackle has put a “?” after 18th century as noted in the introduction of 

the manuscript which starts as “MSS Panj. D 5. 541 ff; size 35 x 33 cm; 23 lines on a 

page; Gurmukhi; 18th century? [H T Colebrook]”. By history  Charles Wilkin in 1781 

A.D. locates another Granth in Patina in Hindoove and Sanskrit and quotes he will get it 

translated in future. Then Colebrook procures  this Dasmi Patshahi Ka Granth titled in 

Devnagri  but Granth Contents in Gurmukhit  which is used by Malcolm In his 

Book”Sketch of Sikhs”. 

 

(3)  Academic Issues of Various Dasam Granth 
Birs 
(A) Bhai Mani Singh Bir  
     .     No history before 1818. No one knows where this Bir was between 1713AD and 

1818AD? Although internal evidence dating is shows 1713AD, but Jaggi has clearly 
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documented if his introduction ( page 13) to Punjabi Dasam Granth that “this date has 

been written by a different author and the ink is different” indicating that this date has 

been inserted later on. 

• Mani Singh letter dated 22nd Vasakh. (No year) Ashta says probable year 1716 

because of Banda was alive as some source quote he survived andwas not martyred 

in 1716AD. 

• Bani of Gurus author wise. No use of word Mahala but use of word Patshahi for all 

Gurus.  No Title noted .But it indicates that Tatkara Granth Ji Da.  

 

 

• Banis as found in Guru Granth Sahib are divided author wise. The academic 

analysis shows that this is the Banno version of authentic Guru Granth Sahib and 

not the Damdami version. Banis of Gurus consistent with Banno version including 

apocrypical Shabads of Guru Nanak (Jit Dar Lakh Mohamada, Bhai Atash Aab.), 

two Mira Bai shabad, Ratan Mala, hakikat Raja shivnav ki and Ink recipe  

Therefore,  it is a Banno version and cannot be associated with  Mani Singh,s name 

who compiled and wrote Damadami Bir in 1706AD. Why would a person write the 

Banno version after 20years? Therefore, based on academic analysis, this Bir 

cannot be related to Bhai Mani Singh. Rather it will be disgraceful to label that this 
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Bir’ first part  was written by Bhai Mani Singh in 1713 AD as noted in end. This 

Bir has no colophon). 

• One of Alam Kavi’s Dohra attributed to 10th Guru. 

• This Bir ends at Hikiats as mentioned by Giani Gian Singh. Zafarnama is written in 

Persian only. Then who wrote it in Punjabi in different Granth? 

• The textual analysis of the Bhai Mani Singh Bir clearly shows that the Chhand 

count of this Bir is different from the presently published Dasam Granth. For 

example Ram Avtar in this Bir has 860 Chhands, but in the presently published 

Dasam Granth such count is 864. Krishan Avtar Saloks are 2447 in this Granth 

while in the published Granth are 2492 in number. Charitro Pakhyan has 7560 

Saloks in this Bir while presently published Granth has 7555 Saloks. There is no 

Swayeeay 33, Shabad Hazarey, and Khalsa Mehma in this Bir which are seen in 

published Bir.  

 Textual Analysis of Bhai Mani Singh Bir as reported by Dr. Jaggi in “Dasam Granth 

Authenticity” and “Bhai Mani Singh Jeevani and Rachna” ( Published by Punjabi 

University, 1983 pages 40 and 41) is given below. 

 

Authorship Subject Pages 

Guru Nanak Tatkara 1A-5A 

 Samat Joti Joth Samana 5B 

 Bani 6B-118A 

Guru Amar Das Tatkara 118B-122A 

 Bani 122B-209A 

Guru Ram Das Tatkara 209B-214A 
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 Bani 214B-303A 

Guru Arjan Dev Tatkara 303B-318A 

 Bani 318B-528A 

Guru Teg Bahadur Tatkara 529B-530A 

 Bani 530B-536A 

Dasam Bani Tatkara 537B-539A 

 Japu 539B-541B 

 Bachittar Natak 542A-552B 

 Chandi Chiritar 1 553A-562A 

 Chandi Chiritar 2 562B-569A 

 Chaubis Avtar 569A-741B 

 Brahma Avtar 741B-757B 

 Rudra Avtar 757B-785B 

 Shashtar Nam Mala 786B-821A 

 Gian Prabodh 821B-829A 

 Akal Ustat 830B-838A 

 Var Durga Ki 838B-842A 

 Tatkara 842B-846A 

 Chiritropakhiyan 846B-1029A 

Bhagat Kabir Bani 1029B-1058A 

Bhagat Nam Dev Bani 1058B-1065A 

Bhagat Ravi Das Bani 1065B-1069B 

Bhagat Ram Anand Bani 1069B 
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Bhagat Jai Dev Bani 1070A 

Bhagat Tarlochan Bani 1070B-1071A 

Bhagat Dhana Bani 1071A-1071B 

Bhagat Sain, Pipa, Bhikan 

and Sadna 

Bani  

Parm Anand, Sur Das, Mira Bani 1072A-1073A 

Bhagat Baini Bani 1073B-1074A 

Shiekh Farid Bani 1074B-1077B 

Rai Balwand Di Var Bani 1078A-1078B 

Sadd and Sweeyay Bani 1079A-1088B 

Hakikat Ra Mukam Rajey 

Shiv Nabh Ki 

Path 1088B 

Rag Mala Path 1089A 

Siahi Ki Vidhi Path 1089A 

Zafarnama (Persian) 2)DR.  

 

Path 1090B-1095B 

 

 

 

 

 

2)DR. Balbir Singh M. A. PhD in his article Guru Gobind Singh and his Darbari Kavi 

published in book “Punjab university Panjabi Sahit Da Ithas” volume two published by 

Punjab University Press 1967, 1986 also writes in detail about Darbari Kavis, Bhai Mani 

Singh  wali Bir and sodhak committee 
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3) Read also the Textual analysis of this Bir By Dr. Piara singh Padam in his book  

“Dasam Granth Darshan”. 

(B) Patna Bir Academic Issues 

No colophon written. By oral  history  it is Supposed to be written by Granthi Sukha 

Singh Who died in 1861AD. Even if died at age of 100years and started wriing at Birth 

this bir stil cannot go beyond 1761 AD. Then who wrote Samat 1755(1698AD) in 

Tatkara because Tatkara  shows the date written as 1775 (1698 CE) but Zafarnama 

written in the end in same handwriting and same ink puts date to at least 1706 

academically. This Bir  contains 8 compositions by 10th guru ji which were deleted by the 

Sodhak Committee, Sukhmana Sansaharnama, Var Malkauns, Var Bhagoti, Rag Sorth by 

P10, Rag Asal P10, Asfotak Kabits and one bir contains 18 chapters of Bhagwant Gita 

(1800 chhands). Bhai Randhir Singh in his  “Shabadmoorat” book page 17 mentions 

about these edited out compositions and writes   “ Style of writing and language does not 

match with  Guru gobind Singh,s writings and therefore does not feel that these belong to 

10th guru Ji .See tatkara of patna Bir below. 
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Tatkara Patna Bir  

qqkrw ptnw vwlI dsm gRMQ 
<sRI vwhgUrU jI kI Piqh 

sRI BgauqI jI shwie 

qqkrw sucy p`qR sRI igRMQ jUkw bwxI pwiqswh dsvyN jU ky igMRQ kw sMbq 1755 imqI AwswB 

bdI 1 ko igRMQ iliKAw :qv pRswid sRI muKbwk pwiqswhI 10 
 

pqR 21 jwpu nYswx CMd      22 

pqR 25 ausqq Akwl jU kI CMd    18 

pqR 37 svYXy sRI muKvwk     32 

pqR 39  AQ bicqR nwtk igMRQ iDXwie   14 
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pqR 53 Avqwr sRI ibsn jU ky    24 

pqR 255 Avqwr sRI bRhmw jU ky     7 

pqR  265 igRMQ sRI igAwn pRboD DXwie   5 

pqR  276 AQ cMfI cirqR mhwqm   8 

pqR  284 AQ ieMdR kvc    1 

pqR 285 AQ rudR Avqwr    2 

pqR 318 sbd pwqswhI 10    9 

pqR 320 CMd Ckw 3 qQw sRI nwmmwlw   5 

pqR 365 vwr durgw kI      1 

pqR 370         3100 

pqR 371 kQw cirqR pKXwn    404 

pqR 632 AsPotk kibq svYXy    55 

pqR 636 sRI BgvMq gIqw BwKw     

sRI goibMd isMG ikRq DXwie 18    1800 

pqR 690 suKmnw pwqswhI 10    1 

pqR 695 sbd Awsw qQw soirT    2 

pqR 696 vwr mwlkaus kI     1 

pqR 696 vwr BgauqI jU kI     1 

pqR 713 mwJ pwqswhI 10    1    

pqR 697 ihkwXqw 12 pwqswhI 10 
 

 

(C) DG Hazoori /or Anandpuri Bir  
(1) Anandpuri Bir: This Bir has been also evaluated by Dr.Balbir Singh, 

Brother of Bhai Bir Singh, S.Mahan Singh and Paiara singh Padam.  For their 

academic opinion read 

 1)Ms # 269Dr. Balbir Singh Sahitya Kendra, Dehra Dun by Mahan Singh. 

“dsm gRMQ dI Kws hzUrI qy dsKqI bI(kuJ Bwg 1752ib: dw ilKq)” 
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2)DR. Balbir Singh M. A. PhD in his article Guru Gobind Singh and his Darbari Kavi 

published in book “Punjab university Panjabi Sahit Da Ithas” volume two published by 

Punjab University Press 1967, 1986 writes in detail about Darbari Kavis, Dasam Granth 

Di Khas Hajuri tay Daskhati Bir (also known as Ananadpuri Bir) and sodhak committee 

3) Read also the Textual analysis of this Bir By Dr Piara singh Padam in his book  

“Dasam Granth Darshan”. Padam ji does not write about the history of this Bir and its 

movement which is well written by Dr.balbir Singh and S.mahan Singh intheir Report. 

 

Contains two paintings of 10th guru in possession of Matasundri pasted on page 1 and 14 

( Padam Ji gave no history of these Photographs although he made these photograph the 

basis for his 1990 Edition  as is  mentioned on  page10  of Dasam  Granth Darpan. But  

no history of such photographs tracing them to Guru period is given.).  

• Four different kinds of pages, no folio numbers on Khas Patras  

• Five different scribes, Darbari Singh, Darbari Singh Chhota, Nihala, Bala and 

Haridas. First 63 pages are new with different hand writing (Piara singh Padam) 

and different from main manuscript. Zafarnama written in other hand with no 

numbers on pages.( Piara Singh Padam) 

• History of this Bir only  goes up to Maharaja Ranjit Singh Period times as taken 

from a Granthi  Diwan singh  employed by him. 

• At two places dates of 1752 BK (1695 CE) come in wrong chronological order 

(Chandi Ukat Bilas on page 125 written in Fagun 1752 but Jodh Parband written 

on page 154 on Chet 1752). On folio 109, 116 dates - 1745BK and then 1744BK 

also wrong chronology 

• Probably this Bir is the same as the presidium Bir used by Sodhak Committee in 

1897 with two pictures, scribe, described as Darbari Singh Wadha, and Darbari 

Singh Chhota. Ankpali rewritten at some pages, some of the pages new. Total 

pages 403.  

• There is no colophon in this Bir. 

• See tatkara of Anadpuri Bir and Photos from this Bir Below 
• Sodhak Committee,s opinion (1895-1896AD) on Anandpuri Birh  on Text and History of 

Ananadpuri Birh a. Japu Ji Sahib and Akal Ustit is different. Chandi di Var is new.c. In 

krishan avtar many chaupees are missing. d.In Charirtars and Hakiats the Tukas and Baints 
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are less. e. Two photo in this Birh.f.Many new patars(pages) in this Birh.g. writer Darbari  

Singh Wada and Chhota.h. 403 folios.History Goes to Maharaji Ranjit Singh Kingdom 

Period Period(1801-1839) 
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(D) Devnagri Dasam Granth 

This manuscript was donated to British library By Pandit Radha Krishana per catalogue 
of Panjabi and Sindhi manuscripts in the India Office Library; compiled by by C.Shackle 
,London 1977. The note in the manuscript by commissioner and superintendent reads it 
was sent to Paris exhibition Society by Pudit Radha kishan July 1856 AD. 
Please Note Paris Imperial exhibition was held in Paris between 15th may-15th November 
1855.  No Imperil Exhibition held in Paris in 1856. How it can be sent from Punjab India 
in July 1856 after the exhibition is over? Significant Imperial Significant exhibitions held 
between 1851-1893 are as follows; London 1851AD, paris 1855AD, London 
1862AD,Paris 1867, Vienna 1873AD.This manuscript was Written and  completed in Feb 
1847. Note  written in July 1856AD says it was for Paris exhibition which already 
finished in Nov of 1855. But First Imperial exhibition was held in London in 1851. If this 
manuscript was written for Imperial Exhibtion why it was not sent to LONDON Imperial 
Exhibtion in 1851? After 4 years when it was written. February 1847AD. bears a note 
from the Commissioner, “In conformity to the orders of the Governor General of India 
this volume named ‘The Granth Sahib’ published by Gooro Gobind Singh the founder of 
the Sikh faith, is hereby presented to the Paris Exhibition Society by Pundit Radha 
Kristin, Ecclesiastical Councilor to His Highness the late Maharajah Runlet Singh) 
Gurumukhi EK Onkar is changed to OM in Devnagri in this manuscript. Read The Note 
from Manuscript below.  Why Governor General of India will give such order in feb1847 
approving Gooro Gobind Singh the founder of the Sikh faith? 
Radha Krishin,Sanskrit Scholar and was teacher of Raja Hira Singh then Duleep Singh, 
His father  was Pandit MADHUSUDHAN head priest  of court & chief of Charities 
dept.(1808AD till annexation) His Grand father was Pandit Brij lal also held a post of 
court pandit under Ranjit Singh.Such intelligent person with background from father  and 
Grand father as court pandit should know the Difference SGGS and Dasam Granth He 
cetified the manuscript. WHY He certfied Guru Gobind Singh as Fouder of Sikh 
Faith?This DG written in Devnagri In Punjab in Feb1847 after Sikhs lost  in anglo sikh 
war in 1946 and in December 1946 Bharowal treaty was written when Punjab totally 
came under control of Britishers. British resident at Lahore became an Absolute and sole 
dictator in Punjab and Maharani Jind Kaur was incarcerated. 
 Although Britikh Signed many treaties with Sikhs as aseparate Nation.But,In first census 
1855 AD report after Britishers took over Panjab Sikhs were included    among Hindus  
why?It  confirms their plan to finish the spirit of independence of Sikhs as a nation. 
Although they signed many Anglo-Sikh treaties with Sikhs as a separate independent 
Nation from 1803 AD Onwards This evidence clearly tells us the the Britishers who gave 
more importance to Dasam Granth than Guru Granth sahib Ji as soon as they became 
dictator of Punjab In December 1946. EK Onkar in Gurumukhi is changed to OM in 
Devnagri in this manuscript. The 6th Shabd hazaray to Khyal Patshahi10. Mitar Piaray 
Noo hal Murida da Kehna and Khalsa Mehma composition are not read in this 
manuscript.Additionally “Chhaka Bhagauti Ji ka with 137 Chhands” is added in this 
official ordered Dasam Granth manuscriptwhy? 
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(E) Daswen Padshah ka Granth that was presented to Queen 
Victoria in 1859 and placed in Oriental Library. 
This manuscript is presently preserved in British Library, catalogued as MSS Panj. E 1. 

19th century (copy 1859). Along with this Granth, the second copy was of Aad Granth 

which is catalogued as MSS Panj. E 2 was also given to Queen Victoria in 1859.  
There is no colophon. Note on folio 4a mentions a stool and cushions covered with 

brocade also presented by Sadhu Singh for use with the Granth.  This Granth is cataloged 

in British Library as “MSS Punjabi E1” sent by the Guru Sadho Sodhi of Kartarpur. No 

heading of Dasam Granth or Dasvein Patshah. Starts Tatkara as Granth Sahib Ka. Note  

by Dy. Commander Lahore “ copy of original with signature of guru himself &now in 

possession of his descendent ,Guru Sadho Singh“ 

This is an  atypical Comment” As we all know Sodhi Sadhu Singh,s family had only 

Original Kartarpuri bir Compiled by Guru Arjan and no original Dasam Granth. Why 

such a wrong note about the history of this Dasam Granth was added?. 

 

 
(F) Misal Patna Bir academic Issues 
Randhir Singh writes on Page49 of his Book. This Bir prepared by Sewadars at Takhat 

Patna after they found 10th Guru Bani. Where are the original Documents of 10th Guru Ji? 

Randhir Singh ji does not mention where original was written .  No orgiional copy this 

Bir seen at Patna Sahib.Where is the original of this Bir now? Copy reportedly done in 

Jammu Sawan 22 Sudi 9(26 July 1765AD) . Who did copying at jammu?Only copy was 

seen by Randhir Singh and Padam Ji  Akal Takhat Bunga Takhat Toshakhana 

previously.It disappeared for some time but now this Bir is cataloged and present in Sikh 

reference Library at Darbar sahib Amritsar. Textual analysis of this Bir shows 

• Opening Pages of the manuscript has a note where Hindi Varan Mala is written. 

Who wrote this? 

• There is also note written which reads as “ confession of wrong doing by the wife 

and praying for forgiveness.( who wrote this). Who was the custodian ? No details 

of the movement of ths manuscript from 1765AD onwards. 
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• In this bir the havi composition arrangement is different as copared with 

Published Bir  of Dasam Granth(1) Japu (2) Sri Nam Mala (3) Ustit Sri Akaal 

Ustat (4) Bachittar Natak (5) Chandi Charitar 1 (6) Chandi Charitar 2 (7) Chaubis 

Avtaar (8) Brahma Avtaar (9) Rudra Avtaar ,Paras Nath Rudru Roop (10) Gian 

Prabodh(11)Var durga Ki (12) Chiritropakhian (13) Asfotik kabitSawayees (14) 

Swayees( 15) Shabad (16) Jangnama Gurmukhi (17) Hakiats(18)Jangnama-

Persian) 

• Textual analysis also shows CHHAND COUNT VARIATIONS.for example 

Krishan Avtar 2445 Chhands only,Shabads11,Rudruavtar 299,Parasnath Rudru 

roop313. 

• No khalsa mehma,asftak Kabits extra, Jangnama title rather than Zafarnama.   

 

 Dates on the Bir are an issue. Randhir Singh writes 

“Page 5(in Dabbi)   date of start of writing Samat 1821, 21 Maghar (Nov 7th sat, 1764 AD) Date 

of Completion on end page 616(in Dabbi) Samat 1822, ASU 22(27 Sept 1765).But the 

date of Copying given  in Jammu in Tatkara  is Sawan 22 Sudi 9(26 July 1765AD”. 

  See Below patar/folio 5 and 616 as repoted by randhir Singh.If this Bir was copied in 

Jammu then in Punjab in 1765AD then why Chhibar who wrote his Bansalinama in 

(1769-1769) in Jammu is silent about this very important manuscript? Mehma Parkash 

which was written at Goindwal  by Sarup Das Bhalla , then in Punjab 1776 AD is also 

silent about this Important Dasam Granth Bir?. 
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(F) PRE 1700 Sri Dasam Granth Bir at Hazur Sahib 
 Recently G.S.Mann from liecester England has mentioned that there was pre-1700 Dasam 

Granth Bir at Hazur Sahib. Question arises as to   why the management at Hazur Sahib produced  

a new Bir ? why did they  not publish PRE 1700 Sri Dasam Granth Bir alone .The Sodhak 

Committee set up by Takhat Sachkhand Sri Hazur Sahib prepared and published another 

standard ceremonial edition in 2002. It has 1428 pages and is beautifully printed. It is a non Pad-

Chhed ( no separation of words) version and was based on a 444 NS or 1913 CE Munshi Gulab 

Singh & Son's edition( previous edition was printed in 1900AD based on the Sodhak Committee 

Report by the same press} and 80 other available Puratan Saroops.  Nihangs do Prakash of 

another 1428 p. Pad-Chhed Dasam Granth. 

(G) DG in a Gurdwara Chota Sangat-Tula Patti( also known as muni lal Sikh 

Sangat) dating to 1783AD matching published Dasam Granth Bir by sodhak 
committee 1897AD 
 Randhir Singh also refers to a 18th century DG in a Gurdwara at Kolkata. In Shabad Moorat 

(Page 52 ), Randhir Singh  causally mentions about  such a Bir in 2 lines but  no details are 

given. The note reads that this Bir written matches with published Dasam Granth Birs.  Location  

Gurudwara , Chota Sangat-Tula Patti( also known as muni lal Sikh Sangat) date Samat 1840( 

1783AD). His note  further reads  that this Bir does not matches with any 4 Birs as reported by 

Giani Gain Singh Ji. This was also not copy of any two old Birs which Randhir Sigh felt to be 

more authentic( Mani Singh Bir& Pâtna Ji Di Misal). The Note of randhir singh is very important 

as he adds that this Bir matches with published Dasam Granth Birs. The date of compilation 

Samat 1840( 1783AD) matches with Colebrook dasam granth which has also dating of Samat 

1840( 1783AD).This is the oldest gurudwara in Calcutta and is on The property List of Takhat 

Patna( Read Sikhs In Bihar by dr.Ved Parkash page 123). This always remaind under control of 

Nirmalas from Patna sahib and recently after court case it has come under the management of 

Gurudwara Bara Sikh Sangat on the same road.  This gurdwara per records was the property of 

Takhat Hamadar sahib, Patna as reported by Ved parkash in his book “Sikhs in Bihar” page 

123.It appears as Nirmala Atma Ram was at Calcutta and this must be his location as the 

property belonged to Takhat Patna Sahib and Patna city was part of Bengal State in late 1800,s. 

The address has changed now as the road name before parttion was Harrison road but now the 

new name of the same Road is M.K.Gandhi Road.Author went to Calcutta in March 2008. This 

gurudwara was under Renovation and no such Bir found there. 
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H)KHAS PATRAS ACADEMIC ISSUES 
Khaas Patra available  in some birs has many academic issues. Kesar Singh Chibbar 1769AD 

(61 years later) mentions “seven loose sheets came into the possession of Sikhs in 

Lahore” Santokh Singh in 1843 (135 years later), talks about seeing” 62 patras”None of 

the above authors put the pages in Appendix. Who collected these patras, from where, 

and who were the custodians? No historical evidence of such collection.I have seen Khas 

Patras of Bhai Mani Singh Bir and AnandPuri Bir. I have not seen Moti Bagh Gurdwara 

Bir as it is not available now.( quoting Jaggi,work  1966 who has seen them).This hand 

writing is called Shikasta Gurmukhi (Khas lipi) of these Khas patras is same. This type of 

handwriting is seen in 8 other Sikh manuscritpts including Hukamnamas. This type of 

writing was prevalent at that time in MANDI SAKET and adjacent Sahara Riesman. (see 

Jaggi 1966 Dasam Granth Partita 1966 Pages 113 -139) Jaggi has proven by comparing 

the hand writing that this Khas Patra writing belongs to Charat Singh granthi (who was 

son of Bhai Sukha Singh who became a powerful Mahant in 1832 as he was promoted 

from a Granthi Post) at Patna. Giani Gian Singh ( 1880 AD Panth parkash ) is of the same 

opinion “There is another Granthi named Sukha Singh who compiled a bir on his own at 

Patna. Charat Singh is his son. His handwriting perfectly matches with the Gurus. Having 

announced the signature of the Guru, he received money four times the usual or as much 

as he wanted”. Khas Patras Chhand Serial Numbers 

     -Mani Singh Bir 8 khas patras (2229-2258,5346-5774) 

     -Moti Bagh Bir 7Khas patras (7011-7117, 7333-7444)  

     -Anandpuri Bir 8 khas patras (7178-7332) 
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Khas Patras and internal text  does not match in many khas Patras. Transcription pages of 

many Khas Patras bears Nissans as ascribed to Guru Ji. 

 Now matching the serial Numbers of Khas patras in the all three dasam Granth proves 

the  fact that  there is only one source of these khas Patras  who made Money which was 

Charat Singh as reported by Giani Gian Singh. 

• In his book Shabad Moorat on page 14&15 “Randhir Singh claims first version of DG 

with Ram Avtar  was finished in 1698 AD until the end of this coposition  ‘while 

internal evidence shows KA finishing 1688,1687,1688 &chritropakhyan in 1696AD”. 

Randhir singh also claims on basis of khas Patra  on page 14 “that by 1698, uptill end 

of ram Avtar  only 2255 verse of DG were  finalized But published DG shows total 

count of verses over 3000 Chhands until end of ram Avtar Composition. Beginning of 

the Krishan Avtar in Khas Patra does not match with the published DG start of KA 

with different  serial # of verse2254- 2258( changed to 1-4 of  chhand KA page 254 

pub. DG) and change in content in 2258 /4 th Chand in published DG as “1192 

chhands” while in Khas Patra 2258 chhand it reads “1186 chhands”.(No #1186 dasam 

Da Mil Laina//3448// afzu.See below beginig of KA In DG page 254.  
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• Khas Patra 615  from mani Singh Bir as quoted By randhir Singh on Page 14 of 

his Book 

.

 
 
Additionaly Randhir Singh on page 15 talks about more one and a Quarter lakh 

chhands already prepared serialwise but not entered Yet. See Chhand (3924) in 

khas Patra. Then randhir Singh himself writes that actual  Total count of chhands 

in various Birs are 17,353. Why this discrepancy? 

 

It appears that Bhai Randhir Singh Ji is trying to justify the the date of 1698 AD as 

written by Kesar Singh Chhibar for “ Chhota Janamyo Granth” but internal 

evidence given by him does not support it when Khas Patra is Compared with 

published DG. 
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I) LETTER of Bhai Mani Singh Academic issues 

• The letter has a date of 22nd Vaisakh, but no year. Ashta calculates year 1716 as  

Baba Banda Bahadur alive and name in the letter, but internal evidence of dating 

1713 in one atypical verse in different ink and hand. 

• Method of writing words was not at all vogue in the time of Bhai Mani Singh 

• The use of bindi, matras, and shape of letter are modern 

• Use of metallic nib, not available in those times 

• Mention of 303 charitars in letter  while in actual Birs their number is 404 by 

internal evidence 

• For details read Jaggi,s Book On The issue 

 
 Evidence of British Connection with history       
and Text of Dasami Patshahi Da Granth  

     

.   No Granth similar to the pattern of DG is mentioned by Chibar in his classical book 

BansaliNama (1769-1779 AD) He mentions names such as, Smudsagar, Avtarlila,  

Bachitar Natak, Chota janmyo Granth.  Sarup Das Bhalla in Mehma Parkash (1776 AD) 

only mentined  Vidya Sagar Granth. 

• From above evidence one can conclude that, ‘No Granth entitled as Dasam Granth or 

Dasmi Patshahi Granth or simply Granth, comparable to the  presently Published Dasam 

Granth, was in circulation in any language (Gurmukhi, Persian & Europian Literature) in 

the 18th Century in Punjab or Delhi area.  

•         (1781 AD):  Charles Wilkin (found  another Granth at Patna  which according to him   

“appeared later”  and in his account he writes “ to translate  this Granth In Hindoove & 

Sanskrit  at some future period.”  

• (1784 AD)British records of 1784 indicates the Relation of  Sikh Confederate 

Feudalism and british imperialism & prediction and fear of Warren Hasting 

Gov.General of India(extract from secret consultation ,24th nov,1786.&Forrest 

,selections,Vol III,1123-Gov.general,s Minute,4th dec.1984).For  details Read N. K. 

Sinha in “Rise of the Sikh Power”, published by Niva Mukherjee AMC, 

Calcutta,1936,1946,1960,1973 which describes in detail in Chapter VII. British 
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records gives the estimate of the Trans-Sutlej and the Cis-Sutlej Sikhs: “The Sikhs in 

Lahore and Multan form altogether a very respectable power…. They are prevented 

by necessity of watching the motives of each other from attempting to extend their 

conquests…. The Sikh Chiefs immediately to the northward of Delhi are totally 

unconnected with these and are in fact nothing more than a number of petty 

plunderers”. In his Minute, dated the 4th December, 1784, Warren Hastings recorded 

his opinion on the rising Sikh Power. He regarded the Sikh power extending from the 

most western branch of Attock to the walls of Delhi, as a new object worth serious 

contemplation. The Sikhs, so eminently suited to the military profession, could not 

become very powerful because of their spirit of independence and frequent internal 

warfare but they were prompt to rally together at the call of common danger. Warren 

Hastings visualized a change in their polity, the rise of an individual of rare capacity 

and enterprise who would succeed in enveloping everything within his own 

supremacy. He feared that a new dominion would then ascend from the ashes of the 

Mughal Empire and naturally wanted to prevent such a calamity to British Imperialism 

by seasonable means of opposition. No to permit the people to grow into maturity 

without interruption.” IT APPEARS FROM ABOVE THAT Britshers knew very well 

that Sikhs always had internal warfare but has spirit of independence and promptly 

rally together at the call of common danger around their common binding force & firm 

belief in Guru Granth Sahib which is HALLMARK of Sikhism till today and will remain 

in future.  

• ( 1796 ) William Tenet (a Christian Missionary writes about Missionary Expansion in 

Punjab He writes, “They( Sikhs) may be regarded as the reformed in India, and 

though the rules of their founder Nanuch( Nanak) have considerable hold over them, 

they would not perhaps prove as inaccessible to the arguments of missionaries as 

the followers of Brahma. The extensive county of Punjab is holy in their possession, 

and forms a wide and untried field, which in some future period may signalize the 

labors of European missionaries” 
 

•    (1803 ): William Franklin   for political purposes  proposed   that,  “The nation, so 

obscure   as hardly to be mentioned, even as a tribe, at the beginning of the present 

century, have within these last thirty years raised themselves in such reputation, as not 

only to attract the notice, but excite the alarm of the neighbors on both sides of their 

government. 

They possess the whole of Punjab and it is very probable will one day or the other, have 

an eye to a participation of the Viziers provinces; I propose, therefore to obtain every 
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possible information of their tribe, manners, customs, and spirit of the government, 

should we be able to penetrate into the Punjab…”  
 

•          (1803 ):  Lord lake (writes a friendly letters to Sikh Chiefs. Official orders on collection of 

information passed by East India Co. June 5th, 1805. 

• (1804-1809) Malcolm comes to Punjab in 1805 with Lord lake expedition as they follow 

Holker. Malcolm goes only upto Beas River accompanied by Raja Bhag singh of Jind.It 

appears that  Raja Bhag Singh who was with Him as quoted By Malcolm gave him copy 

Of Guru Granth Sahib. AS there was No DG In Punjab at that time otherwise Bhag Singh 

would have given him also. Evidence shows Raja Bhag Singh has close relation with 

Britishers in 1804AD as  another Estate was conferred to him in that year. In 1806AD he 

was further awarded with an annual Grant of 11,000 Pounds annually  By 1809 Britishers  

bring land between  Sutluj & Jamuna by giving Protection to Cis -Satluj States, 

Proclamation signed on may 3rd1809 .Dasam Granth came along with them and evidence 

shows DG was found more common in Malwa( Pepsu) Gurudwaras as compared to other 

parts of Punjab.Dasam Granth was removed from most of Gurudwaras  after 1925 after 

Formation of SGPC as 1925 Gurudwara Act and SRM gave recognition only to Guru 

Granth Sahib. 

• 1810 : John Malcolm in his account introduces  Dasmi Patshahi Ka Granth procured 

by “Colebrook with indefatigable Research”  in1805.  This Dasmi Patshahi Granth 

on title page reads as NANAK PANTHI KABHYA  and at the top of the same  in 

Devnagri as “Gurmukhi  Dasmi Patshahi  Granth”.By  This is  the first time that the 

name , Dasam Granth,  appeared in history with some association to the sacred name of  

10th Guru ji. The compositions and their arrangements  as noted in the current  

Dasam Granth ( corrected by sodhak committee in 1897) clearly match with this 

Granth. Manuscript  bears no name of any Scribe but small loose piece folio of 

the size approximate  3 inches into  two inches  with no # between folio  158&159  

date of 1840 Miti Pooshbadi 15 Mangalvar (Tuesday,Dec 23rd 1783 is seen) on 

one side. The other side of this loose piece is Blank. Use of word Pooshbadi 

indicates scribe is from outside Punjab from Hindi belt area.  There is no other 

internal evidence of dating or name of author or place where it was written is 

seen.  Charles Wilkin in 1781 A.D. indcates another Granth in Patna in Hindoove 

and Sanskrit and wishes to get it translated in future.  There is no evidence that 

this translation was done.Then Colebrook procures  this Dasmi Patshahi Ka 
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Granth titled in Devnagri  but Granth Contents in Gurmukhi  which is used by 

Malcolm In his Book”Sketch of Sikhs”. Calcutta gurudwara was probably 

affiliated with Takhat Patna being the property at Calcutta  under  Takhat Patna 

Name.Therefore It appears that  Nirmala priest Atma Ram@ Calcutta who helped 

Malcolm to write “sketch of Sikhs”  worked with Mahants at Patna ( Patna City in 

late 1800,s was part of State of Bengal and property on Harrison Road in Calcutta 

was registerd under Takhat Patna and where possibly Atma ram Lived and 

worked) to create, compile and promote  this Gurmukhi Granth titled “ Dasmi 

patshi Ka Granth” from collection named Nanak Panthi Kabya in Hindoove and 

Sanskrit, which was reported By charles Wilkins in his account. Probably then 

this” Dasami Patshi Ka Granth” procured by  Henery Colebrooke &  planted into 

india office Library as well at Harminder Sahib at Patna.  Malcolm account 

clearly accepts services of Nirmala Atma Ram @ Calcuta who helped him to 

understand Sikh History. It appears Chhand 201-230 in Akal ustat which reads as 

Atma Uchrio( speaking) in Chhand 201  followed by tribhangi Chands are not 

consistant with rest of the theme of AKAL Ustit. All above creates the doubt that 

it is is possible that Atma ram played some role in production of this document. 

We find that Atma Ram misguided Malcolm on the mode of Sikh Baptism/khade 

the Pahul with 5 weapons rather than 5 kakkars.He also misguides  Malcolm that 

“Guru Govind was initated on Friday the 8th month of B’hadra in the samat 1753 

(1696 A.D) and on that day his great work, the Dasama Padshah Ka Granth, or 

book of the tenth king was completed” which was actually the date of completion 

of chritropakhyan. If the account of Malcom is true then it is highly probable that 

Atma Ram who assisted Malcolm can add tribhangi chhand in praise of 

Chandi/Devi  in Akal ustat ?. Same comment on Atma Ram can be true  of his  

name reference and word UCHRIO in Gian Parbodh chhands 126-130 which 

appears to be questions from God, Bhagwat Gita style which are then followed by  

Rajsua and Asmed jag(rwjsUA Aqy Awsmyd  jg ) by Yudhister and 

pandavs.Then  Gajmej(gjmyj) by Raja Prishat and his son Raja janmeja explains  

AhiMed Jag (Aih myd jg).Is this  knowledge is the knowledge of the concpt of 

one God in Sikhism?.  Kahn singh Nabha  writes Chhand 211-230  Dhirag 
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tribhangi Chands are not part of Akal ustat. He gave the evidence by quoting an 

entry kapardan(kpridn)(20) that Pundit Ram Krishan authored “Bhagwati Padye 

Push Panjal” which is very old,contains 30 tribhangi chhands and their 

independent translation is found in twenty tribhangi chhands of Akal Ustat.  Page 

186 Malcolm in his book “Sketch of the Sikhs book describes that Guru Gobind 

Singh created Khalsa on Friday, 8th month of B’hadra in samat 1753 [1696 A.D.] 

Please read the footnote on page 186 which reads as “Agreeably to this author, 

Guru Govind was initated on Friday the 8th month of B’hadra in the samat 1753 

(1696 A.D) and on that day his great work, the Dasama Padshah Ka Granth, or 

book of the tenth king was completed”. This date matches with the date where the 

ChiritroPakhiyan ends in the presently published Dasam Granth . 
 

 

 

•          1810: John Malcolm ( Greatest & Powerfull military & political britisher in India at that 

time) writes in summary of his Book Sketch of Sikhs “Nirmala and Shahid, who read 
the sacred writings, may hereafter introduce some changes” 

•            Feb,1847:  Devnagri Dasam Granth (written under British Supervision after the 

December 1846 Second Treaty at Bairowal after Sikhs lost in Anglo Sikh War, when 

Britishers virtually became Masters of Punjab ). The title page of this granth reads  “In 

conformity to the orders of the Governor General of India this volume named ‘The Granth 

Sahib’ published by Gooro Gobind Singh the founder of the Sikh faith, is hereby 

presented to the Paris Exhibition Society by Pundit Radha Krisen, Ecclesiastical 

Councilor to His Highness the late Maharajah Runlet Singh.  “ EK Onkar in Gurumukhi is 

changed to OM in Devnagri in this manuscript. The 6th Shabd hazaray to Khyal 

Patshahi10.”  Mitar Piaray Noo hal Murida da Kehna” and Khalsa “Mehma composition 

gets deleted”. 

       Additionall “Chhaka Bhagauti Ji ka with 137 Chhands” is added in this official ordered 

Dasam Granth manuscript. 
•          According to history,  Radha Krishin was Sanskrit Scholar and teacher of Raja Hira 

Singh and later on for Raja  Duleep Singh in Sikh Raj. His father Pandit 

MADHUSUDHAN was head priest  of court & chief of Charities dept. from 1808AD till 

annexation. His Grand father was Pandit Brij lal who held a post of court pundit under 

Ranjit Singh .Such intelligent person with background from father as court pundit should 

know the difference between SGGS and Dasam Granth he citified, why? He wrote Guru 
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Gobind Singh as founder of Sikh Faith, why? What was the reason to get this DG written 

in Devnagri In Punjab in Feb1847 after Sikhs lost first Anglo Sikh War?  

• Lord Dalhousie, Governor General of India Statements of Sikh Nation in 1848 and 

1949 

Evidence shows that  British recognized the Sikh Nation as a separate nation with unique 

Sikh identity repeatedly in their official references and treaties in1809,1846,1847. Lord 

Dalhousie, Governor General of India, in 1848 and 1949 made highly contradictory  speeches 

and remarked: 

 

   - “Unwarned, by precedent, uninfluenced by example, the Sikh Nation has called for war, 

and on my word, Sirs, they shall have it with a vengeance.” 

 

  -  “There never will be peace in Punjab so long as its people are allowed to retain the means 

and opportunity of making War. There never can be now any guarantee for the tranquility 

of India until we shall have effected the entire subjection of the Sikh people and 

destroyed its power as an independent nation.” 

  

•          1855: Census Sikhs are clubbed with Hindus (No Separate Sikh Category) why? 

•          1857: There is  change in Political Atmosphere With Indian Mutiny of 1857(as   Britishers 

used Sikhs help to control this mutiny). Special Reservation for Khalsa Sikhs in the 

Military and neutral religion policy on paper only was made. But letter of Punjab Governer 

Eggerton  in 181A.D. as mentioned below exposes real British plan to control Sikhs 

through their institutions by controlling all Pujaris at Darbar Sahib and Akal takhat. 

• 1859AD: A note by Dy. Commander, Lahore, about Dasam Granth sent to Queen 

reads as  “ copy of original with signature of guru himself &now in possession of 

his descendent ,Guru Sadho Singh”T his is an  atypical comment as we all know 

Sodhi Sadhu Singh,s family had only Original Kartarpuri bir Compiled by Guru 

Arjan and no original Dasam Granth.    Why such a wrong note about the history 

of this Dasam Patshahi Granth was added by British Officials?     
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•          1881 Excellent Military Help by Sikhs to the Britishers Started a Proposal by Viceroy 

Ripen to Give Sikh Institutions into Sikh Hands, but Eggerton, Gov. of Punjab, Opposed 

This Advice.  He writes““I think it will be politically dangerous to allow the management of 

Sikh temples to fall into the hands of a committee, emancipated from government control. 

and trust, your Excellency will resist passing such orders in the case, as will enable to 

continue the system, which has worked successfully for more than 30 years.” (MS. ADD 

43592, British Library). 

• Sodhak committee was formed  by Gurmat Granth Pracharak Sabha at the request of 

Khalsa Diwan Amritsar Amritsar Singh Sabha) controlled by Baba Khem Singh Bedi. 

Dr.Ganda Singh edited “Bhagat Lakshman Singh Aoutbiograpy” published by Roxy 

Press Ludhiana,1965AD.  This source reveals opinion of Bhagat Lakhshman Singh 

that Baba khem Singh bedi  has close relation with Goveror Eggerton and Britishers. 

It appears from the description that by such connection Khem Singh Bedi became 

Prince from a saint as  quoted by Bhagat Lakshman Singh. The Government of  

lndia bestowed on him a  khill'at or robe of  honour of the value of 1,000 

rupees and a double  barrelled rifle. His Jagirs were enhanced from time to 

time and, towards the end of his life, his possessions in land in Montgomery 

district alone amounted to 28,272 acres. He was appointed a magistrate in 

1877 and an honorary munsif in 1878. He was made Companion of the Indian 

Empire  (C.I.E.) in 1879, was nominated to the Viceroy's Legislative Council 

in 1893, and when the Indian council Act was extended to the Punjab in 1897, 

he was among the first non-official members nominated to the Punjab 

legislature. He was knighted in 1898 (K.C.I.E).  After this report of Sodhak 

committee published by Sardool Singh  of Gurmat Granth Pracharak sabha in 

1897AD, the Sabha fell into oblivion as Khalsa Tract Society and Chief 

Khalsa Diwan expanded the scope of their published work. Lahore Singh 

Sabha and other Sikh organizations did not approve it as evidence in three 

letters published in khalsa Akhbar in October and November 1895AD 

requesting  Sodhak Committee to first find out which is authentic version. 

Kahan Singh Nabha in his Mahan Kosh, does not mention anything about the 

report of Sodhak committee on Dasam Granth in his  Mahan Kosh 
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•  Malcolm,s reporting that he could  find  only Guru Granth Sahib Copy  with 

difficulty  when he visited  Punjab with lord lake  in early 18th century  Is  well 

supported by the evidence in  Sri Sarbloh Granth Ji, Published by Singh Sahib 

Baba Santa Singh Ji at  Budha dal Printing Press Lower Mal Patiala, Editor and 

Writer Jathedar Dyal Singh Year 2000 writes in Introduction page Khakha  of 

volume one that “ Sarbloh Granth and Dasam Granth came to Punjab  after  

Samat 1860(1803AD)” 
• It appears from the evidence that British Intention was to  create  Distorted 

View Of Sikhism By changing 
 1) Date & concept of creation of khalsa  and Five Kakars  
2) Diminish the Sikh Belief in SGGS  by educating the Sikhs through 
Nirmalas & Shahids by making Sikhs to   believe in this new Granth  which 
will do  Vedantisation of Sikh community which will help Britishers to 
succeed in their Political and Missionary Agenda as they move into Punjab. 
For Details Read .”Sketch of Sikhs” published by Malcolm who laid the 
foundation of British Historiography in India 1810, 1812. All Successive British 
Historiographers followed him without any personal verification. 

 
See page 182 Malcolm book, where he describes that during Sikh baptism, “He( 
Sikh during initiation Ceremony) is then presented with the five weapons: a sword, 
a firelock, a bow and arrow and a pike”.  
 
Page 186 Malcolm book describes that Guru Gobind Singh created Khalsa on 
Friday, 8th month of B’hadra in samat 1753 [1696 A.D.] Please read the footnote on 
page 186 which reads as “Agreeably to this author, Guru Govind was imitated on 
Friday the 8th month of B’hadra in the samat 1753 (1696 A.D) and on that day his 
great work, the Dasama Padshah Ka Granth, or book of the tenth king was 
completed”. This date matches with the date where the ChiritroPakhiyan ends the 
Dasam Granth before the start of zafarnama. As Layden translation was only of 
Bachitar Natak. Therefore the date of completion of this Dasam Granth was taken 
from the Colebrook manuscript. But this manuscript clearly shows that zafarnama 
is written in the same handwriting and the same ink which will take the date of this 
manuscript to automatically after  1706 A.D. Secondly, Ram Avtar completion date 
is already written in the end of such composition, 1698 in first portion of the 
Granth. How a scribe who first writes and finishes the 1698 Ram Avtar then finishes 
the Granth in 1696? Above evidence clearly shows that Malcolm wanted to create a 
new history of date & nature of kakkars of Creation of Khasa by compiling and 
crating a new  “ Dasmi Patshi Ka Granth”(Vedantic Granth) for the Sikhs 

• The  above plan can be easily understood and deduced from the summary of 

Malcolm’s  account given in his book (1810,1812AD). 
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 “The tribes of Acalis (immortals) who have now assumed a dictatorial sway in all the religious 

ceremonies at Amritsar, and Nirmala and Shahid, who read the sacred writings, may 

hereafter introduce some changes in those usages which the Sikhs revere: but it is probable 

that the spirit of equality, which has been hitherto considered as the vital principal of the 

Khalsa or commonwealth, and which makes all Sikhs so reluctant to own either a temporal 

or spiritual leader will tend greatly to preserve their institutions from invasion; and it is 

stated in a tradition which is universally believed by the Sikhs, and has, indeed been inserted in 

their sacred writings, that Guru Gobind Singh when he was asked by his followers, who 

surrounded his death bed, to whom he would leave the authority? Replied, I have delivered 

over the Khalsa (commonwealth) to God, who never dies. I have been your guide; and will still 

preserve you; read the Grant’h and attend to its tenets; and whoever remains true to the 

state him will I aid.” 

 

Why Malcolm Wrote in 1810 A.D. that, “Nirmala and Shahid, who read the sacred writings, 

may hereafter introduce some changes”? Because, as per British Policy,Probabily they  

assisted in creating, compiling and then, popularizing “Dasmi Patshi Ka Granth” which 

was transliterated from a document called “NANAK PANTHI KABHYA” with the help of  

Atma Ram at Calcutta and other Nirmala Mahants of Patna. 

 Dasam Granth and SRM Committee  
  
A) There is NO Evidence that  Presently Published Dasam Granth  was used by 

SRM committee when they composed Sikh REHAT Maryada and 1925 Sikh 
Gurudwara Act which clearly accepts and Recommends only SGGS as the only 
Granth of the Sikhs.   

  
The following evidence is clear that Guru Panth (1927-1936)  never used  the  
Published Dasam Granth as source of 10th guru Bani while creating Panthic 
Reht Maryada Document as  Dasam granth  published since 1900 was available 
to them.(this printed version is reported to be compiled at Sri Akal takhat sahib 
and edited by Sodhak committee1n 1895-1897based on various  32 dasam 
granths available at that time)? 
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1)Sikh Rehat Maryda sanctified by Guru Panth  recommends reading of "Benti 
chaupai only upto end of hymn' Dust dokh tay loh Bachai" (401)." Why they 
left 402,403,Aril,404 and 405 hymns as present in Published dasam Granth 
&various hand written manuscripts?  
 
2)Why they recommended  only 10 swaeyas(swarg Sudu Waley 21-30 from 
 akal ustit only and not its total composition of Akal Ustit)? 
 
3) Why there is no mention of  Dasam Granth in the sikh rehat maryada( by 
Guru Panth in 1927-1936)? 
  
  
4) why they used only 1st paragraph of Var Bhagauti ji, In Ardas section why 
not whole Var Bhagauti Ji? 
5) 1925 Gurudwara act only recommends sikh institutions to follow only  Guru 
Granth Sahib Ji.   Sikh Gurdwara Act in 1925 AD reinforces it again in Section 2 
Definitions & Section 134.G (dealing with powers of committee to dismiss office- 
holders. Ministers & office holders must perform duties per teaching of SGGS) 
6) SRM has no Mention Of Dasam Granth anywhere? 
 
B)Additional Historical Facts  
  
 a)The Gurmat Granth Pracharak Sabha( please note this Sabha was Part of Amritsar 
Singh sabha Controlled by By Baba Khem Singh Bedi) and its members   which formed 
sodhak committe who compiled this So called Dasam granth fell into Oblivion after 
submitting their report. Evidence shows sikhs did not accept this document. 
  
b)Lahore Singh Sabha With 118 associations DID NOT Recognize this newly  Dasam 
Pathshai Guru Granth Sahib finaly compiled  by sodhak committe.  
c)3 articles published in Khalsa Akhbar Lahore against this committee on october 
4th,25th&november1st 1895. Summary of these article Indicates that Lahore singh sabha 
was requesting Giani sardool Singh Secretory of Sodhak Committee to find out and 
authenticate which is original Dasam Granth out  of various dasam Granths they used for 
correction.( see our web page on these articles in Detail).  
d)Above version of dasam Granth was published first time in 1902 has no significance 
among the Sikhs as  mentioned by Akali Ran Singh in  his book(1905) about Dasam 
Granth. 
 
 e)Kahan Singh Nabha in 1930 in Mahan Kosh does not mention 1897 sodhak Committee 
report or dasam granth published in 1902 based on this report.  He talks about only two 
birs of Mani Singh & Sukha Singh Bir& requests more thorough work on this issue. Sikh 
scholars since then has reviewed these two birs mentioned has  found many authenticity 
Problems. 
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 From above evidence it is very clear that Guru Panth in (1927-1936) 
did not use this Document of   presently Published Dasam Granth while 
 making their final decision on SRM.   This was the  Gigantic task 
before Sikh Leadership in early 1920,s A.D.  There were many Rehat 
maryadas at that time.They decided whatever they found best based on 
oral evidence practiced by family to family and whatever written 
sources available to them at that time and settled the issue once for all. 
This  all confirmed Sikh concept of Guru Panth and GURU Granth. 
  
It is just for further information for that in  1920,s there were many different Rehats in 
different Sikh institutions and Gurdwaras were controlled by Mahants, Nirmalas and 
Udasis. It was only in 1920,s that dedicated Sikhs who knew what real Sikhism was 
envisioned by Guru Nanak got together and made Gurdwara Sudhar Committee and later 
on SGPC and got all Gurdwaras under control and selected SRM committee for guidance. 
These pioneers wanted to create one Sikh Rehat Maryada for all mainstream Sikhs. 
Therefore initially a Rehat Maryada committee was declared by the SGPC on March 14, 
1927 which included all the important Sikhs, Members of all important Sikh institutions, 
including Jathedar of Patna Sahib and Bhai Hazura Singh from Takht Hazur Sahib. This 
committee also included Babu Teja Singh Ji, of Panch-Khand of Bhasaur(who wanted 
bhagat Bani to be removed from GGS) as well as Giani Sundar Singh from Damdami 
Taksal, District Ferozpur( Who believed In Dasam Granth In Totality). Both these 
committee members have extreme views and it is noted that no progress was achieved by 
the committee until 1931. Both of them were not part of committee any more as Teja 
singh was removed in august 1928 and Sundar Singh,s name is not seen in Rehat 
committee lists after that. Ultimately, the first draft of the Sikh Rehat Maryada was 
created and discussed initially in SPGC General Meeting on October 29, 1932but there 
were few differences and it was postponed ultimately and was approved by the SGPC, 
and their resolution number 14, October 12, 1936. Second time again the Advisory 
Committee again considered the draft in its meeting on Jan 7, 1945 and made 
recommendations for certain additions to it and deletions from it and finally by resolution 
number 97, SPGC approved the final version on February 3, 1945 (For details please read 
SGPC publications: “50 years SGPC Ithas and The Sikh Rehat Maryada Introductory 
Notes in SRM 
  
  
 All Indian, Persian, and European contemporary are silent  on Dasam Granth bir which 
matches with all contents and arrangement as noted in Presently Published Bir in Punjab 
in 18th century.   The basic Question  is “Which and where  is the original Authentic Bir 
of Dasam Granth compiled and authenticated  by 10th Guru Ji or compiled by Bhai Mani 
Singh which matches with all contents and arrangement as noted in Presently Published  
DG Bir. Review of  History and  various texts  supports the fact that the presently 
published dasam granth with all its contents and arrangements was no where seen  in 
Punjab or Delhi area  in 18th century.  
 
In academics one has  to prove  the authenticity  of  Text based on  Academic Parameters 
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(a) Date of Document (When it was written):  b) History of the Document: c) Who is the 
Scribe d) Internal Inconsistency?  
 

Conclusion 
Based on the historical, textual and academic analysis of various available DasamGranth 

Birhs or manuscripts.It becomes obvious that there was no Birh/Granth/manuscript of 

Dasmi patshahi Da Granth or Bachitar Natak Granth with fixed compositions/contenst 

and   arrangement as published after  correction of 32 Granths was  present any where 

prior to the 18th century in Punjab which can be traced back to or associated with Bhai 

Mani Singh Ji,Baba Dip Singh JI or 10th Guru Ji.Evidence also shows Indvidual Granths 

like Chritro Pakhyan, Chaubis Avtar , and composition like Bachitar Natak (with14 

Cantos ),compostion now known as Khalsa mehma can be noted mentioned in Literature 

of 18th century. Per Giani Gian Singh there was some Bani of Guru Gobind singh,but it 

remained in separate sheets and not in any one granth.But who compiled them together 

by  inserting Bani and some other writings of Patshahi 10 and other similar Chhands which were  

popular  in sikh usage ( Gutkas or oral remembrance of Sikh families)  into this heterogeneous  

Dasami Patshahi Da Granth with no sanctification by 10th Guru Ji. Every written literature 

must be evaluated in reference to History and texuality. Historical sources  attest to the 

evidence that Charles Wilkin in 1781 writes in his account to translate at some future 

period the Granth “which appeared later” he saw in Hindoove with many Sanskrit words 

in 1781 AD at Patna .   It was only in 1805 AD that this Bir completed in 1783AD now 

categorized as MSS D5 Punjabi/Colebrook HT in British library, appeared on the scene. 

Malcolm in his account reports that he could get only a copy of Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 

from Punjab with difficulty and he used Dasmi Patshahi Ka Granth procured by 

Colebrook with indefatigable Research. Henry Colebrooke, an attorney and 

Administrator in Calcutta Procures Dasmi Patshahi Granth in Gurumukhi BL MSS 

Punjabi 5D whose  title page reads as NANAK PANTHI KABHYA in Devnagri with 

notation  at the top  in Devnagri “ Dasmi Patshahi Ka Granth”. According to history   

Henry Colebrooke never came to Punjab to look for this Granth. Patna was important city 

of Bengal State under British influence at that Time. Therefore, it appears  that 

Colebrooke  assisted in creating/ compiling/researching this Granth  and titling it as 
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“Dasmi Patsha Ka Granth” the  procuring it from Nirmalas  Atma Ram at Calcutta and 

Mahants of  Patna where Charles Wilkin went earlier in 1781A.D. Property of 

Gurudwara in Calcutta registered under Takha Patna.Colebrook then deposited the 

Granth in British Library Where Charles Wilkin was a librarian. The earliest evidence of 

the presence of this Bir is available in Malcolm’s book, “Sketch of the Sikhs.” History 

indicates that in early1800,s Britishers started enjoying the fast declining fortunes of 

Mughals at Delhi but has to face recently rising strong Sikh Power In North. They knew 

real power and history of Sikhs in North lies in gathering around with Strong Belief in 

Shri Guru Granth Sahib Ji. They intentionally assisted in creating/compiling and 

promoted “Dasmi Patshahi Ka Granth” to gain entry in Punjab and expand their Kingdom 

for Missionary and Political Purpose. Malcolm assisted this Granth to be transplanted it 

in Punjab Gurudwaras through Nirmalas & Shahids during the period of Sikh Raj to 

create confusion/  division among Sikhs. On the basis of the recognized academic 

parameters for establishing the Authenticity’ of old manuscripts, one finds that the 

current Dasam Granth, infact, is a copy of the Colebrooke Bir( MSS D5 Punjabi) . The 

Current Dasam Granth corrected and later on by published by Sodhak Committee in 1897 

and the Colebrook DG Bir (MSS D5 Punjabi) is identical in contents with minor 

variations as outlined above which are not of any statistical value. There is no evidence 

available any where that Guru Gobind Singh Ji wrote, authenticated or sanctified any 

Dasami Patshahi Da Granth with his Dastay Mubarak as was done by him in case of 

Damdami Version of Sri Guru Granth sahib Ji in 1706 & 1708 and by Guru Arjan Dev Ji 

in the case of Aad Granth in 1604 AD—the revered book of Sikhs. There is also no 

evidence to associate presently Published Dasam Granth to be compiled by Bhai Mani 

Singh or Baba Deep Singh. Presently published and available Dasam Granth is a piece of Sikh 

literature like many other books in Sikh history which does contain Nit Nem compositions of 

Sikhs as sanctioned In Sikh Rahat Mardaya. This was the Gigantic task before Sikh 

Leadership in 1920,s A.D.  There were many Rehat maryadas at that time.They decided 

whatever they found best based on oral evidence practiced by family to 

family and whatever written sources available to them at that time and settled the issue 

once for all . They confirmed Sikh concept of Guru Panth and GURU Granth.  Bani of 

S.G.G.S. is  the sole Guru for Sikhs and a sole canon to accept any idea, concept, suggestion, and 
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any writing. Based upon above doctrine, Banis of 10th Guru that has been accepted in Sikh Rahat 

Maryada which got accepted/sanctified by Guru Panth (1927-1936)  are final and unquestionable. 

Jaap Sahib, 10 Swaeyas (swarg Sudu Waley 21-30 Akal Ustit), Chaupai, 1st pauri of Ardas, 

Dohra and Sweyas in REHRAS (as sanctioned in RehatMaryada). Additionaly Others 

compositions including Akal Ustit (except Chhand 201-230),Khalsa Mehma, 33 Swaeyas, Shabad 

Hazarey and Zafarnama are Banis / writings of 10th Guru as their interpretation matches with 

idea, content and message of SGGS.“Khalsa Panth” is the only Sikh entity that is collectively 

authorized to make / accept any changes based upon the doctrines enshrined in S.G.G.S. 

acceptable to the Guru Panth as finalized by the 10th Guru before his demise on October, 

1708 A.D. 

  

Guru Gobind Singh Ji ordered the Sikhs to accept Guru Granth Sahib as only  
living Guru after his demise in 1708 AD well documented in all Indian, Persian, and 
European contemporary and near contemporary sources. Sikh Nation has only One 
Granth (Sri Guru Granth sahib Ji),One Panth and One Guru Panth approved 
Rehat Maryada.Tenth guru gave no sanctification to any Granth other than the S.G.G.S.   
Based on above evidence Presently published Dasam Granth (1900A.D.) which is available since 
1897  is  a heterogeneous Granth appears to be possibly created/compiled in late 18th century 
with Cordination of Nirmala Atma Ram at Calcutta and further promoted by Mahant Nawal & 
Dayal Singh and Sukha Singh Granthi at Patna by transliterating a Hindoove language manuscript 
“Nanak Panthi Kabya” to Gurmukhi Granth, “Dasmi Patshahi Ka Granth” presently located in BL 
London Cataloged as MSS D5 Punjabi. They inserted into it “The Nitnem Banis”  “1st paragraph 
of Ardas” and  “some  other writings of Patshahi 10 and other similar Saloks”  which were 
popular in sikh usage ( Gutkas or oral remembrance of Sikh families being passed from one to 
another)  into this heterogeneous Granth in order  to gain credibility of this Granth. 
 
The author agrees with Giani Gian Singh who wrote in Panth Parkash 1880AD that “The 
Granth that is now known as that of the 10th Guru. There was no Bir of this Granth 
during the time of the Guru. Banis remained separated here and there”. Bhai Kahn Singh 
Nabha 1931AD writes in Mahan Kosh that “ignorant and manmauji has written many 
Birs of Dasam Granth who have made them meaningless. He lamented that no Guru’s 
Premi tried to do any corrective remedy so far”. Dr. Balbir Singh M.A. ,Ph.D.1967 again 
concludes “  Still Detail Inquiry and research needs to be done on Dasam Granth 
enlightening all aspects and great efforts must be made to do so” as outlined above. 
Authenticity of the presently published Dasam Granth as corrected & compiled by 
Sodhak Committee in 1897 needs a thorough history and Gurmat based independent 
inquiry in light of above historical and Textual evidence. Based on above academic 
Evidence British participation cannot be ignored in further research on Dasam Granth 
authenticity. Sikhs lost their Kingdom to British and Last Sikh prince was converted to 
Christianity. A committee formed of Panthic scholars of all shades constituted under the 
guidance of SGPC and Sri Akal Takhat to act as soon as possible. Sri Akal Tact and the 
Singh Sahibans at Darbar Sahib Amritsar have already rejected the Chritropakhyan in 
their letter #36672 August 3rd 1973 issued by Gurbax Singh   secretary Dharam Parchar 
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committee S.G.P.C. with their opinion that “Chritropakhyan is not Dashmesh Bani. The 
Pakhyans are in fact copies of old Hindu Mythhas Stories”. They must take a fresh look 
at other spurious Banis purposely lumped together and attributed to Guru Gobind Singh 
Ji. 
 
The author is in complete agreement with  Gurmata #1 passed from Sri Akal Takhat on 
June 6th 2008 “Tercentenary (300th Gurta Gaddi Diwas) of Sri Guru Granth Sahib’s 
coronation is a golden opportunity for the entire Sikh Panth,to submit in faith to the ideal 
of oneness of “Guru’s Granth-Guru Panth.” In obedience of Guru Gobind Singh Ji’s 
last command “Accept Granth As Guru.This is my order for the Panth.” The Sikh 
Panth has always stood by it and has been  consistently blessed  with guidance by living 
Light, eternal Guru for the solution of every national crisis. The current controversy 
about the Dasam Granth is totally uncalled for. No one has any right to create 
controversy about the specific writings contained in Dasam Granth that have been 
recognized and accepted by the Sikh Panth for Sikh Code of Conduct, prescribed 
recitation in daily prayer and Sikh baptismal( Khandey De Pahul).  Be it known to 
the entire Sikh Panth that Sri Dasam Granth is an integral part of Sikh literature 
and history but, Guru Gobind Singh Ji did not recognize it equal to Sri Guru 
Granth Sahib Ji.  Since, he bestowed Guruship only on Sri Guru Granth Sahib, 
therefore, no other Granth can be installed along with Sri Guru Granth Sahib”.   
 
 

Sikhism is an integrated religion with unity of Sikh thought between the first and 
tenth Guru. Only venerable Granth for the Sikhs is Guru Granth Sahib. Sikh 
Nation has only One Granth (Sri Guru Granth sahib Ji),One Panth and One Guru 
Panth approved Rehat Maryada. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This paper was presented at Panjabi Universty Patiala,Dept GuruGranthSahib Studies and 
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